The pattern of disease is important part where some feautures like the colour of actual infected image are extracted from image. Insecticides are not always proved efficient because insecticides may be harmful for some bird species. It also affect on the animal food chains. A common practice for biologist is to estimate the damage on plant (leaf, stem) because of disease by calculating the affected area in plants especially on leaf and stem. In most of the cases pests or diseases are seen on the leaves or stems of the plant, percentage of the disease incidence or pest, symptoms of the disease or pest attack, According to various surveys on crops diseases the estimated crop losses amounting to several billion dollars every year. Now using image processing technology, the accuracy to predict these diseases will increases considerably. In particular, this article will lead to described and analyzed research work on two major aspects: detecting, classifying the disease according to the diseased images and comparative study of classification algorithm used.
INTRODUCTION
India accounts approximately 25 percent of cotton land. Maharashtra is main cotton growing state in India. Cotton diseases are main problems for decreasing production of cotton. In many advance techniques for agriculture and medical field, image processing is used for multi-dimensional image analysis and applications. Hence not whole cotton plant but cotton leaves are mainly suffered from diseases like Alternaria leaf spot, fungus, foliar leaf spot etc. Disease management is a challenging task. Many diseases show visual symptoms of disease but it is quite difficult to precisely quantifying visual patterns. Hence there are many digital imaging techniques to identify such diseases precisely. This work represents agriculture atmosphere to sustain the farmers to identify the cotton diseases and get pest recommendation. Cotton foliar . diseases recognition and automatic classification using wavelet transform has been used for feature extraction while Support Vector Machine has been used for classification. The work shows that selforganizing feature map combined with a back-propagation neural network can be used for features extraction and those features are used to recognize the color of the image [1] . The modified selforganizing feature map is used to segmentation of cotton leaf disease with genetic algorithms for optimization and support vector machines for classification . 
II. METHODS AND MATERIAL

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
After processing the input image segmentation and feature extraction for single image input is done using k-means and DWT algorithm .
Fig. 2: sample image
Level 3 decomposition is shown in figure 6 from which we can see that the upper-left corner of image has highest intensity value which shows the processed image. Upper-left corner is combination of approximate values determined from input image. Then for each image three predefined clustered are determined with the help of Where in left image is input image and right image is segmented image. Learning rate in GUI can be changed in order to get more accuracy. Accuracy, specificity, sensitivity and type of detected disease are displayed in GUI. Feed forward back-propagation neural network is trained and extracted features are used for classification. Neural network classification output sensitivity and accuracy are displayed in GUI. This work is analyzed with eight types of disease in cotton leaves. The figures show the example for edge detected diseases. Input image and feature extracted image for two diseases are shown in figure 6a and 6b.
Fig.6a and Fig.6b Extracted images
Image Samples
Various bacterial and fungal affected image samples on cotton leaves such as foliar leaf spot, Alternaria leaf spot, bacterial blight, and cerco spor-leaf spot are considered for detection. Images of leaves in color are acquired using a Sony digital color camera in real field. The leaves used for processing are randomly selected from the cotton field and captured at uncontrolled lighting condition. Before segmentation, image preprocessing is done..
Segmentation
Image segmentation is used to determine components of an image into which are more significant and easier to examine. Image segmentation is done using k-means clustering algorithm which is easy to analyze images [12] . Image segmentation is to be done for dividing and extracting image objects even from blur boundary [13] . Clustering needs various image objects which are easily separable from each other to form number of clusters.
K-mean Clustering
To study and understand images segmentation is done by using k-means clustering. K-mean was first used by James MacQueen in 1967. A cluster is a group of same items and dissimilar to items which are not same to any other cluster. Clustering is the sorting of items into various groups so that the data in every subset show some common part according to some defined distance measure. An image can be grouped using shapes, textures or any other information that can be taken from the image itself. In Kmeans, data parts are divided into predefined number of clusters.
K-means Clustering Steps
K-means is an unsupervised clustering method which classifies the input image into various clusters referring to their distance from each other [8] . Following fig. 2 shows the flow chart of k-means IV. CONCLUSION Clustering algorithm is implemented for segmentation purpose. Also DWT is used for feature extraction from leaf image. Further by reducing those features using PCA algorithm, classification of those images is done by neural network analysis. We have got satisfied outputs by combining above method for disease detection and classification as compared to previously implemented algorithms. For single image input we get appropriate detected disease output after implementation of these algorithms. We have got 98% of accuracy in classification on variation of learning rate of neural network.In future we can development of real time implementation of this algorithm in farm for continuous monitoring and detection of plant diseases. In real time system, we can monitor and give exact solution to avoid various diseases on cotton plant.
